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Previously I have already given teisho on this koan many, many times.  Recently I

promised to give teisho on all the cases of the Mumonkan starting at the beginning all the

way until the end.  I gave teisho on the first and second cases and in the previous sesshin

here at Rinzai- ji, I began giving teisho on the third case, but only got half way.  But

first of all, I have to wish all of you a happy new year.  What about a new year?  Does it

have a beginning and an ending or not?  If you think in terms of a twentieth century and a

twenty first century, perhaps you think there is a beginning and an end.  But in Zen when

we say congratulations  upon entering  the new year,  the reason it  is  something to  be

congratulated about is at the moment you say happy new year there is no beginning and

no end. Because there is  no beginning and no end that  is  why it  is happy new year.

People who are stuck thinking in terms of two thousand years or two thousand and one

years, will always be stuck, tied up by beginnings and endings.  

The first case of this Mumonkan was Joshu’s Mu.  As I have told you so many

times before, when Joshu says “Mu”, he is expressing no beginning and no end; his word

points to no beginning and no end.  No beginning and no end means that if the beginning

is clear, the end will also be clear. 

The  state  of  utter  clarity  is  the  state  of  no  doubt.   That  is  what  we call  the

condition of the origin, and this origin that has no doubt unfailingly will manifest a result

which also is a state of utter clarity, of no doubt.  And that is Joshu’s Mu.  The state of

the utterly clear result that has no doubt will then become a new origin which has no

doubt.  That is Mu.  
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The origin that is clear and has no doubt manifests the result which is clear and

has no doubt,  and that result  in turn becomes the new origin which manifests  a new

result.  This repetitive activity is, according to Tathagata Zen, the true year.  

According to Buddhism, this principle of clear beginnings and clear endings is the

activity  of  time,  Buddhism  explains  the  activity  of  time  to  be  this  clear,  repetitive

activity.  This is why in Buddhist countries although we do greet each other with “Happy

new year,” we don’t make a big deal of celebrating one thousand years, two thousand

years and so forth.  Therefor when we Buddhists look upon people getting all excited

about celebrating one thousand years from this or that, or fifteen hundred years, or two

thousand years, or three thousand years and such, those kinds of celebrations just don’t

seem to have the true feeling of happy new year.   And so we are left feeling there is

something fuzzy about it, something unclear about it, something infirm about this kind of

celebration.  

According to Buddhism, the time activity manifests both the result and the origin

over and over again in clarity.  Within the process of the time activity, always, the states

of,  on  the  one  hand  the  result  and  on  the  other  hand  the  origin,  will  be  manifest.

Therefor, there is no new year apart from the result.  Therefor in Japan when we celebrate

the new year, we say it is the great ending, the great result.  This is what we mean by

there is no new year apart from the total result of the year.  Therefor you can see clearly

that the new year is in no way separate from the time activity itself, this new year is a

continuation of the old year, it is the same time activity.  In between the end of the old

year and the beginning of the new year, the time activity doesn’t rest at all.  Therefor we,

also, when we greet the new year, must not rest.  

The time activity is an activity that has no inside and no outside. Therefor when

we celebrate the new year what we are really celebrating is the time activity.   Every

single year when the new year comes, we celebrate the result and the origin smashing

into each other completely in the new year.  I’ve told you this so many times before and

at this point in the talk I think you probably all are remembering this and realizing this.
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The time activity is comprised of the activity that forms the past and the activity that

forms the future.  We do not exist apart from the time activity, no being exists apart from

the time activity, therefor we personify the time activity, and celebrate the new year every

year.  

Buddhism says that every single existent being from a plant to a caterpillar, from

a caterpillar to a fish, from a fish to a bird, from a bird to an animal, from an animal to a

human being and all  the varieties  of humans beings from the smallest  to the biggest,

every  single existence  is  doing the  time activity,  is  not  apart  from the  time activity.

Therefor you can see that when it comes to learning Zen or studying Zen practice, that

means to study the principle behind the time activity.  

When it comes to how I came to America, what happened was there was a request

from some Americans who said they wanted to learn Zen that came to Myoshin-ji, and

the abbot of Myoshin-ji at the time ordered me,           “You! Go to America!”  And I

didn’t  know anything  before  I  came.   I  didn’t  know really  what  kind  of  a  religion

Christianity was, but when I got here I realized that Christianity was a teaching that has

nothing to do with the time activity, treats the time activity as an irrelevant thing, and I

was startled by this.  It isn’t actually that Christianity has no concept of the time activity,

but the reason I said what I just said was that Christianity does not have the idea that the

time activity has neither outside nor inside.  

I don’t know when this world will celebrate  the new year as a true celebration of

the time activity, maybe that will never be the case in the world.  But for us, I would like

us to live the new year as a celebration of the time activity.  The reason why the time

activity has neither inside nor outside is because the activity that forms inside and the

activity that forms the outside is one activity.  This is the teaching of Buddhism.

This activity that forms both inside and outside forms this entire great cosmos.

And when we think of this activity in terms of time, this very same activity forms past

and future, but in Tathagata Zen you must actually manifest the wisdom for yourself that
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understands this principle.  That’s all there is to it so you can see there is nothing really

difficult about Zen practice.  

The  reason  however  that  it  becomes  difficult  for  people  is  because  people

unquestioningly, unconditionally just accept the existence of the cosmos, just accept the

existence  of  time,   without  realizing  that  the  two  fundamental  mutually  opposing

activities that form the past and future are the activity that forms the cosmos.  

These two activities,  the activity  of past  that forms the world of past  and the

activity of future which forms the world of future, are the two functions that comprise the

activity of this great universe.  But in Zen we also say that this very same activity is also

the activity  that forms all  of us that live in this  great cosmos.  We have as our very

content this activity that brings the cosmos into being.  The activity that is bringing the

cosmos into being and the activity that  is bringing us into being is the very same activity.

This  one  activity  that  is  comprised  of  two  fundamental  mutually  opposing

activities, is the activity that forms the cosmos, but we can also personify the cosmos and

call it Vairochana, the Cosmic Buddha.  Often this Cosmic Vairochana Buddha is simply

called the Great Buddha, but in Zen we say there are two basic manifestations of the

Great Buddha.  The Great Buddha is sometimes manifest with the future activity taking

the lead being helped by the past activity, and sometimes the Great Buddha is manifest

with the past activity taking the lead being helped by the future activity.  

To make it easier to understand we can call the future activity the tatha-agata, thus

coming, female activity.  And the result of the process in which the female tatha-agata

activity is taking the lead is the Great Buddha, but it is the state which is smaller than the

smallest  state,  smaller  than  any  comparison.   We  call  this  the  manifestation  of  the

ultimately  small  universe,  the ultimately small  state.   The time activity  manifests  the

condition which is smaller than the smallest condition.  Therefor within the teaching of

Tathagata Zen we say that even within the very smallest thing the absolute activity of

time is manifest.  Even the very smallest thing is completely filled up to the brim with

both the tatha-gata and tatha-agata activities.  
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The ultimately small great universe is manifest.  That might sound strange to you,

to say, “Ultimately small great universe,” but in Buddhism that is what we say.  This

manifestation  occurs  but  then  it  is  not  fixated,  then the plus  activity,  the thus  going

activity, the male activity takes the lead accompanied by the thus coming female activity,

and  the  result  of  this  process  where  the  man  is  leading  is  the  manifestation  of  the

ultimately large great universe.  This is a great universe bigger than the biggest thing.

You can’t get at the bigness of this universe through language.  

The activity that forms the universe is the activity that is always repeating these

two manifestations,  the ultimately small and the ultimately large over and over again.

Within this  process of the repetitive manifestations  of ultimately large and ultimately

small the result and the origin will inevitably be manifest.  

Although all of you, I feel strongly, have a fixated conception of the universe,

Buddhism says that that is all wrong.  Buddhism says that each one of us is repeating the

activity of ultimately large and ultimately small, and the great universe is also, with us,

doing that same  repetitive manifestation of ultimately large and ultimately small.  

 Every single existent being has the time activity as its content.  No matter how

small an existent being may be, Tathagata Zen says  even that very small existence has

time activity completely as its content.  Conversely the teaching of Buddhism also says

that no matter how big an existence is, it also has the time activity as its content.  And

when we personify the time activity, we call it Buddha nature, perhaps better expressed

as Buddha activity.  Therefor when you hear the words “Buddha nature,” or “Buddha-ta”

in Sanskrit,  you should understand them to be referring to the activity  that forms the

Great Cosmos.  That is to say that they are referring to the activity  that has the two

mutually opposing activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata working together as its content.

That is what is meant by Buddha-nature.  This is why when we say  Buddha-nature or

Buddha activity we very carefully explain that it is comprised of two activities.  Within

Buddha  nature  there  is  the  activity  of  no-thinking,  the  activity  in  which  there  is  no

necessity  to think.   And also within Buddha nature there is  the thinking activity,  the
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activity  of  needing  to  think.   When  the  dharmakaya,  when  the  cosmic  Vairochana

Buddha is manifest, that is the perfect, complete condition, where thinking is not needed.

However,  starting  with  we  human  beings,  and  going  all  the  way  down  to

mosquitoes, we all do the activity of thinking.  

The state in which the thinking activity is being done is either the state of living or

the state of dying.  When we are in either of those two states we are thinking.  The reason

why you are not manifestors of the perfect condition is because you are stuck in thinking,

“I want to live.  I don’t want to die.”  That is why you never can manifest the state of no-

thinking.  

When the state of neither needing to live nor needing to die is manifest, that is the

cosmic Buddha, that is the dharmakaya.  

Every existence manifests two essential sorts of consciousness, the consciousness

of not needing to think, and the consciousness of thinking. 

Because the two activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata  do, as they act, manifest

beings that do have thinking consciousness, to investigate this activity, this process, is not

an easy thing.

Therefore you must clearly think for yourselves that both the thinking state and

the no-thinking state are part of Buddha-nature.  There is the Buddha-nature of thinking,

and the Buddha-nature of not needing to think.  

Buddhism describes Buddha activity, Buddha-nature as the original activity, the

activity of emptiness.  

When the dharmakaya, the Cosmic Buddha is manifest, whether it is manifest at

the condition of the ultimately large or the condition of the ultimately small, those are

both the manifestation of the zero activity, the emptiness activity, the manifestation of the

perfect, complete activity.

When the zero activity breaks open then the thinking self is manifest, and that self

which does the thinking activity,  in contradistinction  to the zero,  perfect  activity,  the

emptiness activity, is the imperfect self, the incomplete self.  
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Tathagata Zen, therefore, says that when you reflect carefully on your self you

will find that your self is the same as the selves of any existent being.  You are the same

as a dog, cat, or bird.  We all are the same in that we all sometimes manifest the perfect

self,  and  sometimes  the  imperfect  self.   Tathagata  Zen,  therefore,  is  the  practice  of

manifesting the wisdom that understands the principle behind both the perfect self and

the imperfect self.  

If you can manifest the wisdom the knows these principles then you will see that

the first case of Joshu's Mu, and today’s case of Gutei’s finger are essentially the same.

This koan may seem easy, but it is actually very difficult.  It is difficult, but it is

not  at  all  difficult.   It  is,  in  fact,  something  absolutely  everyone  can  experience  for

themselves.  

We have met up with the new year, and so I wanted everyone to understand the

time  activity  clearly.   Of  course,  if  you  understand  the  time  activity  you  will  also

understand the activity of The Tathagata.  

We are  told  that  the  person who started  Buddhism was Shakyamuni  Buddha.

When Shakyamuni was still a young man, and called Siddhartha, he already thought to

himself that it is not possible to understand the nature of we human beings and the nature

of our world without somehow recognizing these two fundamental mutually opposing

activities.  

These two activities, I always tell you, can be called the activity that makes man

and the activity that forms woman.  Or the activity that forms future and the activity that

forms the past.  Or just the plus and minus activities.  

Within the tradition of Buddhism, however, it is said that the very first person

who caught the experience for himself of making all of both of these activities his content

was Shakyamuni Buddha.  

However, Shakyamuni Buddha himself, when he taught his own disciples warned

them, he said, "Don’t go around saying that I was the one who discovered these two
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fundamental mutually opposing activities.  Because there were other Buddhas before me

who experienced this."  

The state of making of the two fundamental activities one’s content and thereby

manifesting perfect wisdom is called the state of  muni.  This is why the Buddha was

called Shakyamuni Buddha, Shakyamuni Tathagata, Shakyamuni Nyorai.  

Undoubtedly plus and minus will manifest the state of becoming one with each

other.  And as I have told you so many times before, we can personify that condition of

oneness and call  it  either  the manifestation of true love,  or the manifestation of true,

perfect wisdom.  

That state, however, will not fixated, undoubtedly it will again break apart.  

The Buddha taught that when that state breaks open then again the worlds of past,

present  and future  are  manifest.   It  is  the present  moment  aspect  of  time that  is  the

existent being.

Buddhism calls the world of the existent beings the sentient world.  That is the

world of past, present and future.  

When,  however,  the  sentient  world  vanishes,  the again  the  world that  is  only

tatha-gata and tatha-agata  alone is manifest.  

According to Buddhism it is our nature to be imperfect.  We are all imperfect

beings, but it is also in our nature to inevitably manifest the perfect condition.  We are

imperfect, but undoubtedly we will dissolve that imperfect condition, and manifest the

perfect self in which we have all of tatha-gata and tatha-agata as our content.  

That manifestation of true love, the Mu koan, has become the koan of Gutei’s

finger.  This koan of true love has been transformed.  This is how we enter the New year.

It is time to stop for today, and because the was the first teisho of the New Year as

my New year’s greeting, and to begin the teishos for this year, I wanted to begin with

these foundational principles of Buddhism.  

 終

The End
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